
LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After completing the following laboratory exercises, students will be able to do the following:

1. Construct DNA and RNA nucleotides using a DNA-RNA model kit.
2. Construct DNA and RNA molecules and describe their structures.
3. Demonstrate how the DNA molecule replicates.
4. Demonstrate how the DNA molecule makes RNA by transcription.
5. Describe the roles of DNA, mRNA, tRNA, rRNA, and amino acids in protein synthesis.
6. Describe how the genetic code is translated into proteins. 
7. Define gene and mutation based on our knowledge of the structure of the DNA molecule.

MATERIALS

DNA-RNA model kit

INTRODUCTION

DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) and RNA (ribonucleic acid) are the two nucleic acids found in the
cells of all living things and in viruses. These macromolecules are made of repeated subunits called
nucleotides. DNA and RNA constitute the genetic material of all cellular organisms and their
structure and functions constitute the molecular basis of inheritance. They directly or indirectly
regulate all cellular form and function. A virus has either DNA or RNA, but not both. 

DNA is the hereditary portion of chromosomes and is transmitted from cell to cell during cell
division and from parents to offspring during reproduction. During interphase of the cell cycle,
DNA exists as a granular thread called chromatin. The granules, called nucleosomes, consist of
a cluster of eight proteins called histones, with the DNA molecule wound around the cluster.
Histones serve as spools that protect and organize the DNA. Other nuclear proteins called non-
histones seem to provide structural support for the chromatin and regulate gene activity. During
cell division, chromatin supercoils into short, thick fibers and becomes visible as chromosomes.

Each nucleotide in a DNA molecule is composed of the sugar deoxyribose, a phosphate group,
and a nitrogen base. Since there are four different nitrogen bases, the DNA chain is composed of
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four repeated nucleotides. The four nitrogen bases are adenine (A), guanine (G), cytosine (C), and
thymine (T). Adenine and guanine are purines (double ring), and cytosine and thymine are
pyrimidines (single ring). The DNA molecule is double stranded and it exists as a double helix
resembling a spiral ladder (Figure 9.1). The sides of the ladder are made of sugar molecules bond-
ed to phosphate molecules, and the steps—or rungs—are made of two nitrogen bases held togeth-
er by hydrogen bonds. The two nitrogen bases of each step pair in a specific way called comple-
mentary base pairing: adenine always pairs with thymine, and guanine always pairs with cytosine.
Thus, the spiral ladder has four types of steps: A–T, T–A, G–C, and C–G. These pairs can be
arranged in any sequence along the DNA molecule. However, a specific sequence of pairs deter-
mines a specific gene. One gene typically codes for a protein (phenotype) or an RNA molecule. 

DNA stores genetic information and controls inheritance and protein and RNA synthesis.
Through its ability to specify proteins, DNA brings about the development of the unique struc-
tures that make up a particular type of organism. You may have brown or blue eye pigments
because of the type of enzymes (proteins) contained within your cells. Proteins are the link
between the genotype and phenotype. Mendel’s peas are smooth or wrinkled according to the
presence or absence of a starch-forming enzyme (protein). The allele S in peas dictates the pres-
ence of the starch-forming enzyme (smooth seeds), whereas the allele s does not (wrinkled seeds).
The mechanism of gene expression, or how a gene specifies a protein, is explained by the central
dogma of molecular biology: DNA →→ RNA →→ protein. A gene works by coding for the
sequence of nucleotides in an mRNA molecule, which in turn codes for the sequence of amino
acids in a protein. Based on our knowledge of molecular genetics, a gene can be defined as a
sequence of DNA nucleotides that code for a protein or polypeptide. A mutation, on the other
hand, can be defined as any inheritable change in the sequence of DNA nucleotides of a gene. 

A human cell has 46 molecules of DNA (each chromosome is a DNA molecule). Each molecule
is 44 mm long. The total length of the 46 molecules is slightly over 2 m. Each molecule is 2 nm
in diameter. These 46 DNA molecules are packed together in a single nucleus. The human
genome (full set of genetic information) consists of 3 billion base pairs of DNA, parceled out into
24 chromosomes. The chromosomes are numbered 1 to 22 (autosomes), plus the X and Y sex
chromosomes.

Compared to the DNA molecule, the RNA (ribonucleic acid) molecule is single stranded, has the
sugar ribose instead of deoxyribose, and has the nitrogen bases adenine (A), guanine (G), uracil
(U), and cytosine (C). Although RNA has only a single-stranded polynucleotide chain, many of
the sequences in RNA are mutually complementary, and these sequences can undergo interchain
base pairing to form stem-loop structures.
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Figure 9.1 DNA double helix and chromosome.
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9.1 DNA AND REPLICATION

The DNA molecule is capable of replicating itself to maintain the constancy of the genetic infor-
mation. The replication of the DNA, which occurs during the S phase of Interphase, is possible
because of the complementary base pairing. The two strands are complementary mirror images of
each other, so either one can be used as a template to construct the other. Because the two DNA
strands in the double helix are physically intertwined, they must be separated or “unzipped” for
replication to occur. The double helix unwinds or opens up and separates the two strands, expos-
ing the nitrogen bases. The unwinding is catalyzed by DNA helicases, enzymes that move along
the double helix, unwinding the strands as they go. Replication begins at specific sites on the
DNA molecule, called origins of replication, and both strands replicate at the same time. The
enzyme DNA polymerase assembles free DNA nucleotides found in the nucleus and aligns them
with complementary nucleotides in the unpaired region of each single strand. A new comple-
mentary DNA strand is constructed along each single strand of the original double helix, restor-
ing the double strandedness. The sequence of nucleotides in the new strand is dictated by the
sequence of nucleotides in the existing strand, which serves as a template. When replication is
complete, the nucleotides in the new strand are then linked by DNA ligase, which joins the 3’
end of one nucleotide to the 5’ end of another nucleotide by a phosphodiester bond. This type of
replication is called semiconservative because one of the two strands is conserved, and each strand
of the original double helix becomes part of another double helix. 

PROCEDURE

1. Separate the various DNA model kit plastic parts into piles.
2. Use appropriate plastic parts to construct DNA nucleotides. A DNA nucleotide is com-

posed of the sugar deoxyribose bonded to a phosphate molecule and to a nitrogen base.
Use Figure 9.1.

3. Assemble the nucleotides together to construct one DNA strand. Attach the nucleotides
end-to-end, with the sugar in one nucleotide attached to the phosphate group of the next
nucleotide. 

4. Assemble complementary nucleotides to base-pair with the nucleotides on the strand you
have assembled. Join complementary nitrogen bases with hydrogen bonds to form a dou-
ble-stranded DNA molecule. Note that the two strands are antiparallel.

5. Separate the two strands by removing the hydrogen bonds.
6. Replicate each original strand by following the base paring rules. 
7. Note that each of the two DNA molecules has one old strand and one new strand. This

is why DNA replication is referred to as semiconservative.

9.2 RNA SYNTHESIS (TRANSCRIPTION) 

DNA serves as a template for RNA synthesis. Compared to the DNA molecule, the RNA mole-
cule is single stranded, has the sugar ribose instead of deoxyribose, and has the nitrogen base uracil
(U) instead of thymine (T). To make RNA, a portion of the DNA molecule unwinds and expos-
es its nitrogen bases. One of the two DNA strands, called the transcribed strand, will be used to
construct an RNA molecule. The enzyme RNA polymerase assembles loose RNA nucleotides
found in the nucleus and aligns them with complementary nucleotides in the transcribed DNA
strand. Note that uracil (U) pairs with adenine (A), and cytosine (C) pairs with guanine (G).
When the RNA strand is complete, it separates from the DNA strand. The synthesis of RNA by
the DNA molecule is called transcription. Three forms of RNA are transcribed by the DNA:
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messenger RNA (mRNA), ribosomal RNA (rRNA), and transfer RNA (tRNA). Each of these
RNA forms plays a role in protein synthesis.

PROCEDURE

1. Construct RNA nucleotides using the sugar ribose and the bases adenine, guanine, cyto-
sine, and uracil. 

2. Unzip the double helix by separating the two DNA strands. Only one DNA strand will
be transcribed. 

3. Connect RNA nucleotides to complementary DNA nucleotides using hydrogen bonds.
The type and sequence of RNA nucleotides is determined by the type and sequence of
nucleotides in the transcribed DNA strand. 

4. Note that the RNA strand is a mirror image of the DNA strand; i.e., it is backward.

9.3 PROTEIN SYNTHESIS (TRANSLATION) 

The type and sequence of nucleotides in the DNA molecule determine the type and sequence of
amino acids in a protein and the ultimate structure and function of that protein. Since most
enzymes are proteins and all metabolic reactions in a cell are controlled by enzymes, DNA indi-
rectly controls cellular activity. Three forms of RNA exist in a cell: messenger RNA (mRNA),
ribosomal RNA (rRNA), and transfer RNA (tRNA). Each of these RNA forms plays a role in pro-
tein synthesis. Information that has been transcribed into mRNA is used to determine the amino
acid sequence in a protein, a process called translation (Figure 9.2).

DNA and RNA strands are composed of triplets, three nucleotides that go together. Each DNA
triplet is called a code, and it stands for one amino acid. The complementary triplet in mRNA is
called a codon. Transcription of the genetic information in a DNA strand is made when an mRNA
strand is produced. The codons for the 20 different amino acids have been determined (Table 9.1).
Out of the 64 possible codons (43 = 64), 61 stand for amino acids and 3 are stop or termination
codons (UAA, UAG, UGA). Since there are only 20 amino acids, an amino acid may be coded for
by more than one codon. The codon AUG, which stands for the amino acid methionine, is called
the start codon. It acts as an initiation signal for transcription. When transcription is completed, the
mRNA strand is processed before leaving the nucleus by removing the non-coding introns and splic-
ing the coding exons. The processed mRNA leaves the nucleus and carries the genetic information
to a ribosome, the site of protein synthesis (translation). Small molecules of tRNA, located in the
cytoplasm, carry amino acids to the ribosomes. At one end of a tRNA molecule is a triplet called
anticodon, which is complementary to an mRNA codon. At the other end is a specific attachment
site for one of the 20 amino acids (Figure 9.3). Complementary pairing of the mRNA codon and
the tRNA anticodon places a specific amino acid in its position in a polypeptide chain on the sur-
face of a ribosome. Now the DNA code has been translated into an amino acid sequence. Ribosomes
couple the tRNAs to their proper codons on the mRNA, facilitate the formation of peptide bonds
between amino acids, and translocate the mRNA so that the next codon can be read. Each ribosome
is made of a large and a small subunit. Each subunit contains ribosomal RNA (rRNA) and a large
number of proteins. The subunits join to form a functional ribosome only when they attach to an
mRNA molecule (Figure 9.2). A ribosome has an mRNA–binding site and two tRNA–binding sites
(P site and A site). The P site (peptidyl-tRNA site) holds the tRNA carrying the growing polypep-
tide chain, while the A site (aminoacyl–tRNA site) holds the tRNA carrying the next amino acid to
be added to the chain. The processes of replication, transcription, and translation are known as the
central dogma of molecular biology:
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Replication      Transcription       Translation
DNA     →→ DNA     →→ mRNA     →→ Protein (Phenotype)

PROCEDURE

1. Based on the mRNA just constructed, assemble the right number of complementary
tRNA molecules. 

2. Attach the appropriate amino acid to each tRNA molecule (see Figure 9.3).
3. Pair the appropriate tRNA to the first complementary mRNA codon. 
4. Attach the appropriate tRNA to the second mRNA codon. 
5. Connect the two amino acids that are brought adjacent to one another by a peptide bond. 
6. Move the ribosome to the next mRNA codon and align the tRNA anticodon with the

complementary mRNA codon. The first tRNA is removed from the site, and the amino
acid remains as part of the growing polypeptide chain. 

7. Attach the third tRNA to its mRNA. Place the second amino acid and connect it to the
previous amino acid with a peptide bond. 

8. Continue this procedure until all the mRNA codons are attached to the appropriate
tRNA anticodons and the appropriate amino acids are bonded to the growing polypep-
tide chain.

Table 9.1 The Genetic Code: mRNA Codons and the Amino Acids They Code
__________________________________________________________________________
UUU phenylalanine UCU serine UAU tyrosine UGU cysteine
UUC phenylalanine UCC serine UAC tyrosine UGC cysteine
UUA leucine UCA serine UAA stop UGA stop
UUG leucine UCG serine UAG stop UGG tryptophan

CUU leucine CCU proline CAU histidine CGU arginine
CUC leucine CCC proline CAC histidine CGC arginine
CUA leucine CCA proline CAA glutamine CGA arginine
CUG leucine CCG proline CAG glutamine CGG arginine

AUU isoleucine ACU threonine AAU asparagine AGU serine
AUC isoleucine ACC threonine AAC asparagine AGC serine
AUA isoleucine ACA threonine AAA lysine AGA arginine
AUG methionine ACG threonine AAG lysine AGG arginine
(start) 
GUU valine GCU alanine GAU aspartic acid GGU glycine
GUC valine GCC alanine GAC aspartic acid GGC glycine
GUA valine GCA alanine GAA glutamic acid GGA glycine
GUG valine GCG alanine GAG glutamic acid GGG glycine 
__________________________________________________________________________
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Figure 9.2. Translation.

Figure 9.3. Anticodons with amino acids.
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END-OF-EXERCISE REVIEW QUESTIONS

MULTIPLE-CHOICE QUESTIONS

1. Once T. H. Morgan and his associates showed that genes are located on chromosomes, the
two chemical components of chromosomes—DNA and proteins—became the candidates
for the genetic material. Until the 1940s, the prevailing opinion was that the genetic materi-
al was proteins, not DNA. However, experiments with bacteria and with phages (viruses that
infect bacteria) provided the first strong evidence that the genetic material is DNA.
Researchers originally thought protein, not DNA, was the genetic material because 
A. Proteins have a greater variety of three-dimensional forms than does DNA
B. Proteins are made up of 20 different amino acids, and DNA is made up of only four

different nucleotides
C. Proteins are a class of complex macromolecules with greater heterogeneity and speci-

ficity of function than DNA
D. Only A and B are correct
E. A, B, and C are correct

Answer: E

2. In 1947, Erwin Chargaff reported that DNA composition varies from one species to
another. This evidence of molecular diversity among species made DNA a more credible
candidate for the genetic material. What else did Chargaff discover about the nature of
DNA?
A. In DNA from any species, the amount of adenine (A) equals the amount of 

thymine (T), and the amount of guanine (G) equals the amount of cytosine (C).
B. In DNA from any species, the amount of purines (adenine and guanine) 

equals the amount of pyrimidines (thymine and cytosine).
C. Each A hydrogen-bonds to a T, so in a DNA double helix, their numbers 

are equal; the same is true for G and C.
D. Both A and B are correct.
E. A, B, and C are correct.

Answer: D

3. In an analysis of the nucleotide composition of DNA, which of the following statements
is in agreement with the base-pairing rules of DNA nucleotides?
A. The amount of purines (A + G) equals the amount of pyrimidines (T + C).
B. The amount of adenine (A) equals the amount of thymine (T).
C. The amount of guanine (G) equals the amount of cytosine (C).
D. The amount of adenine (A) equals the amount of guanine (G).
E. A, B, and C are correct.

Answer: E

4. Cytosine makes up 38% of the nucleotides in a sample of DNA from an organism.
Approximately, what percentage of the nucleotides in this sample will be thymine?
A. 38%
B. 31%
C. 24%
D. 12%
E. Not enough information to tell

Answer: D
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5. Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is a macromolecule made of repeated subunits called
nucleotides. A chromosome is a single DNA molecule made of millions of nucleotides.
Every chromosome is made of a few hundred to a few thousand genes. A gene is made of
a few hundred to a few thousand nucleotides. A genetic code is a triplet made of three
nucleotides. Which of the following sequences correctly ranks the structures in order of
size, from smallest to largest?
A. Gene-chromosome-code-nucleotide
B. Gene-chromosome-nucleotide-code
C. Nucleotide-code-gene-chromosome
D. Chromosome-gene-code-nucleotide
E. Code-gene-nucleotide-chromosome

Answer: C

6. In 1953, Watson and Crick developed a model for the DNA molecule based on a double
helix using the X-ray diffraction analysis data of Rosalind Franklin and Maurice Wilkins.
Two antiparallel (run in opposite directions) sugar-phosphate chains wound around the
outside of the molecule. The nitrogenous bases (A, T, C, and G) project into the interior,
where they hydrogen-bond in a specific manner called complementary base pairing.
Adenine always pairs with thymine, and guanine always pairs with cytosine. Adenine and
guanine are purines (double rings), and thymine and cytosine are pyrimidines (single ring).
Which of the following statements is correct about the Watson and Crick model of DNA?
A. The two strands of the DNA form a double helix.
B. The DNA double helix has a uniform diameter because purines, which 

have two rings, always pair with pyrimidines, which have one ring.
C. The distance between the two strands of the helix is uniform.
D. The framework (sides) of the helix consists of sugar-phosphate units. 
E. All of these are correct.

Answer: E

7. Nucleic acids (DNA and RNA) are macromolecules made of repeated subunits called
nucleotides. A nucleotide is composed of a pentose (5 carbons) sugar, a phosphate group,
and a nitrogen base. DNA and RNA constitute the genetic material of all cellular organ-
isms, and their structure and functions constitute the molecular basis of inheritance.
DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) and RNA (ribonucleic acid) directly or indirectly regulate
all cellular form and function. In which ways does DNA differ from RNA?
A. DNA is double-stranded and RNA is single-stranded.
B. DNA has the nitrogen bases A, T, C and G; and RNA has the nitrogen 

bases A, U, C and G. 
C. DNA is confined to the cell’s nucleus, and RNA is found in the cytoplasm.
D. DNA has the sugar deoxyribose, and RNA has the sugar ribose.
E. All of these are correct.

Answer: E

8. When Watson and Crick completed the DNA helix model in 1953, it became apparent to
them that the DNA molecule could carry a vast amount of hereditary information in its
A. Side groups of nitrogenous bases
B. Complementary pairing of bases
C. Sugar-phosphate backbones
D. Sequence of nitrogen bases
E. All of these are correct

Answer: D
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9. DNA brings about the development of the unique structures that make up a particular
type of organism through its ability to specify proteins. You may have brown or blue eye
pigments because of the type of enzymes (proteins) contained within your cells. When
studying gene expression, which of the following information flow diagram is correct? 
A. DNA’s sequence of nucleotides → mRNA’s sequence of nucleotides → sequences of

amino acids → specific enzyme (protein) → structure in organism (phenotype) 
B. DNA’s sequence of nucleotides → sequences of amino acids → mRNA’s sequence of

nucleotides → specific enzyme (protein) → structure in organism (phenotype)
C. DNA’s sequence of nucleotides → mRNA’s sequence of nucleotides → sequences of

amino acids → structure in organism (phenotype) → specific enzyme (protein)
D. mRNA’s sequence of nucleotides → DNA’s sequence of nucleotides → sequences of

amino acids → specific enzyme (protein) → structure in organism (phenotype)
E. DNA’s sequence of nucleotides → specific enzyme (protein) → mRNA’s sequence of

nucleotides → sequences of amino acids → structure in organism (phenotype)
Answer: A

10. The DNA molecule is a double helix with a backbone made of sugar-phosphate units and
steps (rungs) made of complementary nitrogen bases. The two strands of the molecule are
antiparallel. This means
A. Base pairings create unequal spacing between the two strands
B. The 5’ to 3’ direction of one strand runs counter (in the opposite direction) 

to the 5’ to 3’ direction of the other strand
C. The twisting nature of the DNA creates nonparallel strands
D. One strand is positively charged, and the other strand is negatively charged
E. One strand contains only purines, and the other strand contains only pyrimidines

Answer: B

11. Which of the following statements is incorrect about the DNA molecule?
A. It is double-stranded
B. It is found in the cytoplasm
C. It contains the sugar deoxyribose
D. It contains the bases A, T, C, and G
E. It contains equal amounts of purines and pyrimidines

Answer: B

12. Proteins are the link between genotype and phenotype. Mendel’s peas are smooth or wrin-
kled according to the presence or absence of a starch-forming enzyme (protein). The allele
S in peas dictates the presence of the starch-forming enzyme (smooth seeds), whereas the
allele s does not (wrinkled seeds). The mechanism of gene expression, or how a gene spec-
ifies a protein, is explained by the central dogma of molecular biology: DNA → mRNA
→ protein. How does a gene determine the phenotype of a character?
A. By coding for the sequence of nucleotides in mRNA, which in turn codes for the

sequence of amino acids in a protein
B. By coding for the sequence of amino acids in mRNA, which in turn codes for the

sequence of nucleotides in a protein
C. By synthesizing the amino acids of a protein
D. Both A and b are correct
E. A, B, and C are correct

Answer: A
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13. Which of the following is a function of DNA polymerase in DNA replication?
A. Covalently adding nucleotides to the new strands
B. Proofreading each added nucleotide for correct base pairing
C. Replacing RNA primers with DNA
D. Both A and B are correct
E. A, B, and C are correct

Answer: E

14. The synthesis of RNA by the DNA molecule is called transcription. Three forms of RNA exist
in a cell: messenger RNA (mRNA), ribosomal RNA (rRNA), and transfer RNA (tRNA).
Each of these RNA forms plays a role in protein synthesis. To make RNA, a portion of the
DNA molecule unwinds and exposes its nitrogen bases. The enzyme RNA polymerase assem-
bles loose RNA nucleotides found in the nucleus and aligns them with complementary
nucleotides in the unwrapped single strand of DNA. Note that during transcription, uracil
(U) in RNA pairs with adenine (A) in DNA. When the RNA strand is complete, it separates
from the DNA strand. Which of the following is correct about the functions of RNA?
A. Information that has been transcribed into mRNA is used to determine the 

amino acid sequence in a protein, a process called translation.
B. Ribosomal RNA (rRNA) is involved in making ribosomes.
C. Each transfer RNA (tRNA) carries an anticodon and an amino acid.
D. Both A and B are correct.
E. A, B, and C are correct.

Answer: E

15. To make mRNA, a portion of a DNA molecule unwinds and exposes its nitrogenous bases.
The enzyme RNA polymerase begins transcription after it binds to a DNA sequence known
as a promoter; the promoter is not transcribed. RNA polymerase assembles loose RNA
nucleotides found in the nucleus and aligns them with complementary nucleotides in the
unwrapped single strand of DNA. The same base-pairing rules are followed as in DNA repli-
cation, except that uracil (U) is substituted for thymine (T). Only one strand of the double
helix, called the transcribed or template strand, is transcribed into mRNA. When the mRNA
strand is complete, it separates from the template DNA strand and goes through processing
before it leaves the nucleus. The processing of mRNA includes
A. Excision of non-coding introns and splicing together of coding exons 
B. Excision of exons and splicing together of introns
C. Linkage to promoter molecules
D. Union with ribosomes
E. Removal of codons

Answer: A

16. The informational transfer from nucleotide sequence in mRNA to amino acid sequence
in a polypeptide is called translation. During translation, a polypeptide chain specified by
the mRNA is synthesized. Each triplet in the mRNA, called a codon, specifies one amino
acid in the polypeptide chain. Which of the following statements is incorrect concerning
the process of translation?
A. An mRNA strand specifies the amino acid sequence in a polypeptide.
B. Translation always begins with the amino acid methionine.
C. A DNA strand produces a complementary DNA strand.
D. Translation occurs in ribosomes in the cytoplasm.
E. Translation always ends with a stop codon.

Answer: C
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17. The sequence of nitrogen bases in DNA determines the sequence of amino acids in a pro-
tein. A sequence of three consecutive bases (a triplet), called a code, specifies one amino
acid. But the information in DNA is not used directly. Instead, mRNA serves as an inter-
mediary between DNA and protein. The protein-coding information in mRNA is con-
tained in triplets called codons. The mechanism by which protein-coding information in
DNA is used to specify the sequence of amino acids in a protein involves two processes:
transcription and translation. Which of the following is a distinction between transcrip-
tion and translation?
A. Transcription takes place inside the nucleus, whereas translation occurs in a ribosome

in the cytoplasm.
B. During transcription, information in DNA is used to make RNA, whereas during

translation, information in mRNA is used to make a polypeptide of a protein.
C. During transcription, an mRNA codon pairs with a DNA code, whereas during

translation, a tRNA anticodon pairs with an mRNA codon.
D. Both A and B are correct.
E. A, B, and C are correct.

Answer: E

18. Ribosomes are the sites for translation. Each ribosome is made of a large and a small sub-
unit; each subunit contains ribosomal RNA (rRNA) and a large number of proteins. The
two subunits join to form a functional ribosome only when they attach to an mRNA
molecule. Which of the following functions are performed by ribosomes during the
process of translation?
A. Facilitate the formation of peptide bonds between amino acids
B. Translocate the mRNA so that the next codon can be read
C. Couple tRNA anticodons to their proper mRNA codons
D. Both A and B are correct
E. A, B, and C are correct

Answer: E

19. The codons for the 20 amino acids have been determined. Out of the 64 possible codons,
61 stand for amino acids and three are stop or termination codons (UAA, UAG, and
UGA). The codon AUG, which stands for the amino acid methionine, is called the start
codon. It acts as the initiation signal for translation. Since there are only 20 amino acids,
an amino acid may be represented by more than one codon. For example, the amino acid
proline is coded for by CCU, CCC, CCA, and CCG. This is why the genetic code is
called redundant. However, the genetic code is not ambiguous because
A. mRNA is processed in the nucleus by removing the none-coding regions 
B. An amino acid is not coded for by more than one codon
C. A codon does not specify more than one amino acid
D. Both A and B are correct
E. A, B, and C are correct

Answer: C
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20. After it is processed, the mRNA leaves the nucleus and goes to a ribosome in the cyto-
plasm to be read. The nucleotide sequence in part of an mRNA molecule is 5’ AUG-
GGC-GCA 3’. The following activated tRNA molecules are available. Three of them can
correctly match the mRNA so that a tripeptide can form. 

__________________________________________
tRNA anticodon Amino acid

__________________________________________
ACG cysteine
CGU alanine
GGC proline
UGC threonine
UAC methionine
CCG glycine
GCG arginine

__________________________________________

The tripeptide that will form will be
A. methionine-glycine-alanine
B. methionine-alanine-glycine
C. alanine-methionine-arginine
D. threonine-methionine-alanine
E. threonine-cysteine-methionine

Answer: A

21. Which of the following is true of a codon? 
A. It may code for the same amino acid as another codon does.
B. It never codes for more than one amino acid.
C. It is the basic unit of the genetic code.
D. It consists of three nucleotides.
E. All of these are true of a codon.

Answer: E

22. The anticodon of a particular tRNA molecule is
A. Complementary to the corresponding mRNA codon
B. The part of tRNA that bonds to a specific amino acid
C. Complementary to the corresponding triplet in rRNA
D. Both A and B are correct
E. A, B, and C are correct

Answer: D

23. A particulate triplet of bases in the template strand of DNA is AGT. The corresponding
codon for the mRNA transcribed is
A. UCA
B. ACU
C. TCA
D. AGT
E. UGA

Answer: A
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24. Our definition of a gene has evolved through the history of genetics. According to
Mendelian genetics, a gene is a discrete unit of inheritance that makes a phenotypic char-
acter. After the discovery of the double helix, a gene is defined as a region of specific
nucleotide sequence along the length of a DNA molecule. Finally, we have considered a
functional definition of a gene as a DNA sequence coding for a specific polypeptide chain
or a RNA molecule. All these definitions are useful, depending on the context in which
genes are being studied. Which of the following is a correct definition of a gene? 
A. A DNA sequence coding for a specific polypeptide or a RNA molecule
B. A region of specific nucleotide sequence along the DNA molecule
C. A discrete unit of inheritance that makes a phenotypic character
D. Both A and B are correct
E. A, B, and C are correct

Answer: E

25. In the genetic code, how many different DNA triplets code for amino acids?
A. 1
B. 3
C. 20
D. 61
E. 64

Answer: D

26. In semiconservative DNA replication, each new double helix formed will have
A. Two new strands and two old strands
B. One new strand and one old strand
C. Two new strands and one old strand
D. Two old strands and one new strand
E. Two new strands

Answer: B

27. In the Watson-Crick model of a double helix, the “rungs” of the “twisted ladder” are com-
posed of
A. Complementary nitrogen bases
B. Purines and pyrimidines
C. Purines and phosphates
D. Pyrimidines and sugars
E. Both A and B 

Answer: E

28. Three codons of an mRNA molecule are AUG - UCC - AAU. Using the mRNA codon
table (Table 9.1), name the three amino acids coded for in the right sequence.
A. Methionine - tryptophan – phenylalanine
B. Methionine - serine – asparagine
C. Asparagine - serine – methionine
D. Methionine - lysine – cysteine
E. Methionine – cysteine - stop

Answer: B
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29. The “central dogma” of modern biochemical genetics, pertaining to the flow of inherited
information, states that:
A. Protein → RNA → DNA
B. DNA → RNA → protein
C. DNA → protein → RNA
D. RNA → protein → DNA
E. Protein → DNA → RNA 

Answer: B

30. Which of the following statements is NOT true about the DNA molecule?
A. DNA is double-stranded.
B. DNA contains the nitrogen bases A, U, C, and G.
C. DNA contains equal amounts of purines and pyrimidines.
D. DNA contains the sugar deoxyribose.
E. DNA is confined to the nucleus.

Answer: B

31. Which of the following correctly ranks the structures in order of size, from largest to
smallest?
A. Gene-chromosome-code-nucleotide
B. Gene-chromosome-nucleotide-code
C. Nucleotide-code-gene-chromosome
D. Chromosome-gene-code-nucleotide
E. None of these

Answer: D

32. Eukaryotic DNA
A. Takes part indirectly in protein synthesis; the DNA itself stays in the nucleus
B. Takes part directly in protein synthesis on the ribosomes
C. Codes for mRNA, rRNA, and tRNA
D. Both A and B
E. Both A and C

Answer: E

33. Making a protein from a template of mRNA is called
A. Transcription
B. Translation
C. Replication
D. Conjugation
E. Reverse transcription

Answer: B

34. Compared to the DNA molecule, the RNA molecule
A. Has the nitrogen base uracil
B. Has the sugar ribose
C. Is single stranded
D. Only A and B
E. A, B, and C

Answer: E
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35. Which of the following processes does NOT take place during translation?
A. Binding of two tRNA molecules/ribosome
B. Bonding amino acids by peptide bonds
C. Attachment of a ribosome to mRNA
D. Growth of a polypeptide chain
E. Production of mRNA

Answer: E

36. The enzyme that joins DNA complementary nucleotides together during replication is
A. DNA polymerase
B. RNA transcriptase
C. RNA polymerase
D. DNA ligase
E. Both A and B

Answer: A

37. During the process of transcription, the information in
A. DNA is converted into RNA information
B. RNA is converted into protein information
C. Protein is converted into RNA information
D. DNA is converted into protein information
E. Protein is converted into DNA information

Answer: A

38. The first codon in every gene codes for the amino acid
A. Methionine
B. Tryptophan
C. Valine
D. Glutamine
E. Lysine

Answer: A

39. In analyzing the number of different bases in a DNA sample, which result would be con-
sistent with the base-pairing rules?
A. G = A
B. A = C
C. U = T
D. A + G = C + T
E. A + T = C + G

Answer: D

40. A particular gene measures about 1 µm in length along a double-stranded DNA mole-
cule. What is the approximate number of base pairs in this gene? [Hint: Base pairs along
a DNA molecule are 0.34 nm apart.]
A. 3
B. 10
C. 1000
D. 3000
E. 30,000

Answer: D
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41. Cytosine (C) is a pyrimidine, while both adenine (A) and guanine (G) are purines. Why
does cytosine pair with guanine and not adenine?
A. A C-A pair would be too wide to fit in the double helix.
B. C and A are both pyrimidines.
C. C and A are both purines.
D. The functional groups that form hydrogen bonds are not complementary between A

and C.
E. A C-A pair would not reach across the double helix.

Answer: D

42. In a DNA molecule, the percentage of nucleotides with the nitrogen base adenine (A) is
27. What is the percentage of nucleotides with the nitrogen base guanine (G)?
A. 54
B. 46
C. 27
D. 23
E. 20 

Answer: D

43. In the DNA molecule shown below, the continuous lines represent the sugar-phosphate
backbone of the molecule, and the letters represent the nitrogen bases. Label the missing
bases in each DNA triplet in both strands.

__________________________________________________
Strand A: T–C TTT TCG ATT G–A AAG GTC ACT

Strand B: ATG AAA –GC TAA CGT T–C CA– TGA

A. If strand A is the transcribed strand, label the bases in the mRNA triplets that are
complementary to the bases in the DNA triplets.

mRNA strand: _______________________________________________

B. Name the bases in the tRNA molecules that are complementary to the bases in the
mRNA triplets.

tRNA molecules: ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____

C. Using Table 9.1, list in the correct sequence the amino acids that are attached to the
tRNA molecules.

44. You are provided with a sample of DNA. As part of your investigation of this DNA, you
transcribe messenger RNA (mRNA) from the DNA and process the mRNA to purify it.
You then separate the two strands of the DNA and analyze the base composition of each
strand and of the mRNA. You obtain the following results:

A G C T U
DNA strand #1 19.1 26.0 31.0 23.9 0
DNA strand #2 24.2 30.8 25.7 19.3 0
mRNA 19.0 25.9 30.8 0 24.3

• Which DNA strand (#1 or #2) is the transcribed strand serving as the template for
mRNA synthesis? Why? 
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• Calculate the quantity of purines and the quantity of pyrimidines in the DNA mol-
ecule.

• What evidence, provided by the DNA data, suggests that A pairs with T, and G pairs
with C?

• Calculate the quantity of purines and the quantity of pyrimidines in the mRNA mol-
ecule.

• What evidence, provided by the data, suggests that uracil in mRNA pairs with ade-
nine and not with guanine in DNA? 

• Are the amounts of the four nucleotides in the DNA molecule equal? Why?

45. Below is a representation of a strand of a DNA molecule, showing the nitrogen bases of
one strand (strand A) along a line representing the phosphate and sugar backbone. 
_______________________________________________________________ A

ATG   TTT   ATG   TCA   AGG   ACA   GGG   TCT   GGG   GCG   ATT

_______________________________________________________________ B
(DNA)

• Fill in the complementary side (strand B) to correctly complete this molecular struc-
ture.

• What is the sugar found in the above molecule? . 
• After replication is initiated, the enzymes _____________ unwind the double helix.
• What enzyme catalyzes DNA replication? ______________.
• Give the names of the four nitrogenous bases (not abbreviations) found in this mol-

ecule. __________, __________, __________, __________.

46. In the above DNA molecule, strand B is the transcribed strand. Draw, in the space below,
a representation of the mRNA molecule that would be formed from this transcribed
strand, showing the sequence of bases. 

_____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____.
(mRNA)

47. Determine the tRNA anticodons that would be complementary to the mRNA molecule
you have prepared above.

_____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____.
(tRNA)

48. Determine which amino acids are attached to the tRNA you have determined in the pre-
vious question (use Table 9.1).
_____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____.
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TRUE/FALSE QUESTIONS

49. Experiments with bacteria and bacteriophages produced the first strong evidence that the
genetic material is protein.
Answer: False

50. Chargaff ’s base-pairing rules indicate that adenine (A) pairs with cytosine (C), and
thymine pairs with guanine.
Answer: False

51. According to the Watson and Crick model of the double helix, the DNA molecule is
composed of two antiparallel sugar-phosphate chains that wind around the outside of the
molecule, and the nitrogen bases project into the interior, where they hydrogen-bond in
specific pairs: A with T, and G with C.
Answer: True

52. DNA replication is semiconservative. This means that the parent molecule unzips, and
each strand then serves as a template for the synthesis of a new strand according to the
base-pairing rules.
Answer: True

53. The flow of genetic information in cells and viruses is: DNA → tRNA → polypeptide
Answer: False

54. After DNA replication, newly made DNA is proofread and repaired by the enzyme DNA
polymerase, which replaces incorrect nucleotides.
Answer: True

55. The nucleotide-to-nucleotide transfer of information from DNA to RNA is called repli-
cation.
Answer: False

56. A codon in mRNA either is translated into an amino acid or serves as a translational stop
signal. 
Answer: True

57. The RNA-directed synthesis of a polypeptide is called transcription.
Answer: False

58. Point mutations include base-pair substitutions and base-pair insertions or deletions.
Answer: True
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FILL-IN-THE-BLANK QUESTIONS: USE WORD BANK

deoxyribose ribosome mRNA stop
thymine cytosine code exons
introns genes gene telomeres

59. The cell organelle on which proteins are synthesized is the __________. 
Answer: ribosome

60. The genetic code for a gene is transcribed into a molecule of __________, which is trans-
ported to the cytoplasm where it directs protein synthesis.
Answer: mRNA

61. The five-carbon sugar found in the DNA molecule is __________. 
Answer: deoxyribose

62. Translation terminates when the ribosome reaches a __________ codon.
Answer: stop

63. When nitrogen bases pair to make DNA, adenine is always paired with __________, and
guanine is always paired with __________. 
Answer: thymine, cytosine

64. Eukaryotic genes contain noncoding regions called __________ that interrupt the cod-
ing regions called __________. 
Answer: introns, exons 

65. The many types of living things we observe today are the result of differences in the envi-
ronments in which they live and differences in their __________.
Answer: genes

66. A __________ is a sequence of DNA nucleotides that codes for a specific protein or
RNA molecule.
Answer: gene
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